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Communication rules
Prizewinners
The Prizewinners are deemed to be the top three in
each category of the Competition.
It is highly desirable for the Prizewinners to communicate about their participation and place, especially in
promoting the award-winning model. For its part, the
Competition promotes the Prizewinners in its communication.
Nominees
The Nominees are deemed to be the participants who
have passed the initial test as per ISO 3159.
The Nominees may communicate about their participation and the number of points they obtained, provided
that this is in excess of 500. For its part, the Competition
communicates the list of Nominees.
Young Watchmakers
The Young Watchmakers are deemed to be individuals
in training, or who have completed their training within
the last 15 months before entering the competition.
The Young Watchmakers are authorised to use their
Competition results in a CV. Any public presentation is
subject to authorisation by the Competition.
Anonymous participants
Participants entered in the Competition as Anonymous
agree not to mention either their participation or their
results. For its part, the Competition will not communicate any information about Anonymous participants,
except their number.
Other participants
If they so wish, participants who are not Prizewinners,
Nominees, or Anonymous may communicate information about their participation, excluding any results,
thereby promoting their commitment to undertaking
a challenge in excellence. For its part, the Competition will not communicate any information about participants who do not fall into the above-mentioned categories, except their number.
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Charter for use
of communication content
Logo
Logo colour references :
Pantone :
process black
2758 blue

Negative pantone :
white
285 blue

Positive four-colour :
100% black
blue C 100 M 70 Y 5 K 25

Negative four-colour :
white
blue C 85 M 40

= Minimum free
space around
the logo =
height of the “l”
in international
Colour positive

Gold colour texts :
Pantone : 871
Four-colour : C 20 M 27 Y 60 K 5
A high-definition file can be delivered on request.

B/W positive

B/W negative

On a grey background > 50 %

Colour negative

There are no restrictions on use of the logo for written,
electronic and video communication, provided that the
conditions below are adhered to :
Year of participation in the Competition must be
shown.
The size and quality of representation must be readable without any possible confusion as to the edition.
No deformation of the shape : it may be enlarged or
reduced, while retaining the initial proportions and
content, without loss of quality.
The minimum width is 15 mm.
Its content must remain horizontal.
On a neutral background with intensity more than
35 %, the white text version must be used.
On a coloured, shaded, illustrated background or
on a photograph, it must stand out to avoid colour
clashes or overlap.
Accompanied by a text which must avoid any confusion between models, and stating the edition,
category, and participating calibre :

If the model illustrated is the same as the partici- votre
Marque
pating model :

With this model XXX, calibre YYY, our company
took part in category ZZZ of the 2015 International Chronometry Competition.
+ possibly :
		 This piece passed the chronometer certification
three times, as per standard ISO 3159, and underwent stringent intermediate impact and magnetism tests.
If the model illustrated is different from the participating model :
		 Our company took part in the 2015 International
Chronometry Competition, in category ZZZ with
model XXX, calibre YYY.

✕
✕
✕
✕

Sim que dendelent
rat quid ea comnihil
estium quiatur, officient,
soluptata demoluptur.
Calibre XXX.XX

If a company wishes to release a publication or advert
without showing a model, it is authorised to use the logo
que dendelent rat quid ea comnihil estium quiatur, officient,
with an explanatory text similar to the example Sim
above.
soluptata demoluptur, aut vitate pellutem estiberorum alitios sinul-

✕
✕
✕
✕

Minimum width
15 mm

1er Prix
Classique

lo ressitia comnihil ma se velistisMin nones estius conest oditatet
pero volorib eaquam debis nitiis vitiist, nist volo et adionsequid que
alis doluptat velecae. Caboressinum ipsapel ipiet, ut quatur rem
earum ipsantiam dolor assum qui.
Sim que dendelent rat quid ea comnihil estium quiatur, officient, soluptata demoluptur, aut vitate pellutem
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Charter for use
of communication content
Results
Each participant shall confidentially receive details of
their piece’s measurements, illustrated by a graph of
daily rates, the derived points calculation for each criterion, and the calculation of the ranking points, using the
formula set out in the regulations.

=

Minimum free
space around
the label =
height of the
“P” in Prize

Only Prizewinners are authorised to publish details of
their results.
Prizewinners receive a certificate stating the category,
the participating calibre, the number of points obtained
and place, as well as a certificate of participation stating the category in which they participated and the
calibre entered. These documents may be published.
Medals

✕

✕

✕

✕

The Prizewinners are awarded medals.
The rules for use of medal images are the same as
those stipulated for the logo.
The minimum diameter is 15 mm. The free space
around the picture is the height of the “P” in “Prize”.
A high definition photo, copied from the obverse,
may be obtained from the Competition.

2e Prix
Classique

Minimum label diameter
15 mm

It bears the following information :
Place : 1st, 2nd and 3rd Prize, respectively
Category
Competition logo
Year of Competition edition
In addition, it is coloured by place : gold, silver or
bronze. It can also be obtained in black & white or
white & black (negative) for dark backgrounds.
Certificates

B/W line negative version

Nominees receive a certificate of participation, stating
the category in which they participated, and the calibre
entered. This is publishable.
Audio communication
The following points at least must be mentioned in the
audio communication :
The brand
The model and calibre, as well as the category

Haute surveillance du Concours

Complete title of Competition : “2015 International
Chronometry Competition”.
24 octobre 2013

Le Président du Jury
Jean-Marc Triscone

Le Président du Comité d’Honneur
Claude Nicollier

Le Président du Comité d’Organisation
Claude-Henri Chabloz

En collaboration avec le Contrôle Officiel Suisse des Chronomètres (COSC), l’Observatoire de Besançon et la Haute Ecole Arc Ingénierie.
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